
Welcome back Year 6 families. We hope you all had an enjoyable half term  
break and have recharged your batteries ready for another busy but  
fun term!   
Please ensure your child is bringing a change of clothes and shoes for Athletes. 

PE kits should include trainers or daps, shorts and joggers and a t-shirt. PE is held outside so   
clothing should be appropriate for the weather.  We also have swimming on a Wednesday.        
Remember children will need to come to school ‘pool side ready.’ 

Term 6 

Year 6 

Mrs Kirley, Mrs Stafford, Miss Ji, 

Mrs Lloyd and Miss Sheppard 

 
 

Swimming EVERY Wednesday 
Thursday 1st & Friday 2nd July– Mosaic workshop– 
details tbc 
Monday 5th July – Production to parents* 
Wednesday 7th July - Production to parents* 
Friday 9th July – Reports out to families 
14th July—Year 6 celebration day 
16th July—Ice cream van  
20th July—Leavers assembly—9.05– 9.30 

 

 

Even if your child is a Free Reader, reading at home is vital for a 

child’s development. Please ensure your child reads daily. 

Spellings are really important! We will continue to hold our test on 

a Friday.  Please support your child by encouraging them to prac-

tice regularly. They can also use Spelling Shed—an online resource. 

 

As Mathematicians we are beginning the 

term with a focus on Statistics. Year 6 will 

be learning to create line graphs and pie 

charts. We will also be having a Geometry focus; we 

will be learning about angles within a variety of 

shapes including triangles and quadrilaterals. To end 

the term, we will be revisiting Mrs Kirley’s favourite 

topic– fractions! 
 

As Authors, we will be looking at a new video called 

‘Broken’. This is a tangled love story between Rock, 

Paper and Scissors. We will be looking at narrative 

writing. Year 6 will continue to develop their      

character and setting descriptions. In addition  to 

this we will be looking at using dialogue to move the 

story on and to express feelings. 

We are continuing with 

spellings; tests are on a 

Friday.  

How Big Is Our Footprint? 

This term, Year 6 will be Geographers, 

Philosophers and Artists. We will be 

looking at the different types of footprints (digital,  

carbon and ecological) and think about what they 

would mean in our lives. 

 

Children will have the opportunity to remind 

themselves how to stay safe online as part of the 

digital footprint. They will plan and design their 

own sustainable city as part of carbon footprint. 

We will also be using The Arrival (by Shaun Tan) to 

think about our ecological footprint and develop 

our skills as Artists. We will then combine          

everyone’s work together to create our own class 

graphic novel. 


